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Introduction 
 
The market and public curiosity for bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies has been undeniable.  Every 
week, new cryptocurrencies, coins and tokens appear on online exchanges.  The exchanges themselves 
have surpassed, in terms of users, some of the most established traditional stock-broker platforms.  For 
example, it has been reported that Coinbase, a San Francisco-based cryptocurrency exchange, had 
amassed over 13 million users, some 3 million more than U.S. broker Charles Schwab.  If anything, 
people are paying attention:  the number of news articles on the topic of bitcoin and cryptocurrencies 
has risen substantially; please see Figure 1.  
 
Figure 1 
 

 
Sources:  The Bloomberg, Cryptocompare, SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities. 
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Needless to say, the nascent sector has attracted a lot of skepticism and criticism.  Last year Robert 
Shiller, a Nobel laureate, said “dabbling in bitcoin lies somewhere between gambling and investing” 
while former Fed chairman Alan Greenspan said bitcoin was “not a rational currency.”  Meanwhile, the 
vice-president of the European Commission, Valdis Dombrovskis, warned E.U. authorities of the “pricing 
bubble” in the growing cryptocurrency market, and amidst the ongoing chorus of critical comments 
from central bankers, several bank executives have said bitcoin resembles a scam.  Since the significant 
move higher for most of last year, the digital currency has seen a severe correction.    
 
The sector is still in its infancy and attempting to provide valuations, trade recommendations or any 
form of investment or trading advice in any capacity is not our objective in this article.  Instead, we seek 
to address the many questions that investors and analysts ask about the nascent technology:  what is a 
bitcoin?  What is a blockchain?  What problems do these solve?  How do decentralized blockchains 
operate with no central organization?  How secure is the blockchain?  And what are the limitations 
embedded in the system?  As such, this article is solely educational in nature. 
 
To answer these questions, we structure this paper into three parts. 
 
• In the first part, we briefly describe the nascent cryptocurrency market, focusing on the bitcoin 

system.  
 

• In the second part, we examine bitcoin’s price behavior from a quantitative perspective, highlighting 
the low correlation of bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies to other traditional asset classes.  

 
• The final section provides a complete overview, including definitions and explanations of all the 

processes and mechanics behind bitcoin and the blockchain. 
 
PART 1:  CRYPTOCURRENCIES – THE NOISE AND THE SIGNAL 
 
The rise (and fall) of bitcoin prices is reminiscent of previous bubbles:  the tulip bubble of 1637 in terms 
of prices, and more recently, the internet bubble in the late 1990s.  Evidence is growing that the 
cryptocurrency craze was spilling over to other asset classes.  For example, when Long Island Iced Tea 
Corp. (LTEA US Equity) rebranded to Long Blockchain Corp. in late December 2017, investors flocked to 
buy the company’s stock, driving a 200% price increase overnight. 
 
The cryptocurrency market may be in a bubble and valuations may be out of control, but the technology 
known as blockchain, underlying bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, is likely here to stay.  In spite of the 
valuation excesses and noise, the aggregate market capitalization of the cryptocurrency market, having 
breached $700bn, suggests we may have already potentially sowed the seeds of a new asset class.  
 
According to Coinmarketcap, dollar-valuations of the money supply (i.e., market cap) in the form of 
cryptocurrency rose 40-fold in 2017, rising from $15bn to $640bn.  Bitcoin is perhaps the sector’s most 
prominent example, but other coins are competing for dominance.  (Please see Figure 2 on the next 
page.)  Bitcoin’s market share of the cryptocurrency market has already fallen below 40%, and over 
1,350 blockchain-based projects already have exchange-traded tokens.1 
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Within the cryptocurrency sector, it is perhaps worthwhile to distinguish coins intended to replace 
traditional fiat currency from tokens, used in smart-contract blockchains and for which convertibility 
into fiat money is almost secondary.2  Bitcoin and its spin-offs (such as Bitcoin Cash and Bitcoin Gold) 
have no other intended purpose than as a medium of exchange.  In contrast, Ethereum coins (ETH) and 
its underlying blockchain, were designed to execute smart contracts, and the convertibility of these 
coins into fiat money (e.g., USD) is a secondary, albeit necessary condition for the operation and 
maintenance of the blockchain. 
 
Figure 2 
 

 
Sources:  Coinmarketcap, SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities. 
 

 

Unlike bitcoin, many blockchain-based projects are led by centralized organizations – often in the form 
of non-profit organizations (e.g., Ethereum Foundation), but also in the form of for-profit corporations 
(e.g., EOS’s Block.one Corp.).  According to Coinschedule, over 200 blockchain-based projects have 
successfully completed initial coin offerings (ICOs) in 2017, raising nearly $3.6bn from private investors. 
The proceeds of these ICOs are often earmarked for funding research and development in the 
underlying infrastructure (e.g., software development.)  Among the notable 2017 ICOs, we recall 
Filecoin’s ($257m) in August 2017, Tezos’ controversial $232m as well as EOS’ $185m fundraising.  
 
As shown in Figure 3 on the next page, many of these projects are based on payments and financial 
applications, but a sizeable fraction of the market is nevertheless focused on delivering infrastructure 
and data-storage solutions. 
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Figure 3 
 

 
Sources:  SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities, Coinschedule.com. 
 

 

The Proliferation of Bitcoin Related Products 
 
In practice, participation in ICOs is still limited to venture capitalists and retail investors lured by short-
term returns, but cryptocurrencies look likely to find ways to encroach into traditional finance in the 
near term.  The low interest-rate environment has also perhaps boosted the growth of the sector, 
increasing the relative appeal of alternatives to traditional money and, as long as we are in a very low 
rate world, the fashion for cryptocurrencies and tokens could continue.  Bitcoin still trades very much on 
the fringe of mainstream finance, but it has a foot in the door.  Some players have already seized the 
opportunity:  assets under management with the Bitcoin Investment Trust ETF (GBTC US Equity) have, 
for example, grown to above $2bn, up from $160m a year earlier, and the CME and CBOE have launched 
cash-settled futures on bitcoin.  
 
At the end of 2017, the volumes on both these exchanges started out relatively light; please see Figure 4 
on the next page. 
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Figure 4  
 

 
Sources:  Bloomberg, SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities. 

 
 

On CBOE futures, the reportable position level is set at five contracts, equivalent to a long or short 
futures exposure of five bitcoins.  Traders holding positions in excess of this limit must currently disclose 
their positions to the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), which then reports the aggregate 
position on a weekly basis in their weekly Commitments of Traders (COT) report.  The table on the left-
hand side of Figure 5 on the next page reports the data as of December 26, 2017.  At the time, there 
were no commercial traders involved in the futures market.  34 non-commercial traders (i.e., large 
speculators) were net short of 1,801 contracts.  By construction, small traders held the remaining long 
open interest. 
 
The data were too thin to identify trends and characterize market structure, but we found the initial 
breakdown intuitive:  the futures markets served primarily as a venue for shorting the cryptocurrency.  
Longer term, commercial traders could appear in the form of bitcoin miners, who validate transactions 
on the network, and look to hedge their fiat-denominated costs (e.g., electricity, hardware) with bitcoin 
revenues.  
 
Perhaps a more telling (and daunting view) of the bitcoin market involves looking at the holding 
concentration of the largest wallets (akin to accounts.)  Since all bitcoin transactions are public, it is 
possible to compute the balance of each wallet on the network.  According to Bitinfocharts, the largest 
100 wallets hold approximately 18% of all bitcoins.  (Please see the pie-slice chart on the right-hand side 
of Figure 5 on the next page.)  It also estimates that there are at least 2,442 wallets holding bitcoins 
worth more than $10m each.  On the one hand, this figure may overstate concentration, as some of 
these wallets are exchange vaults holding client deposits.  On the other hand, this breakdown may 
underestimate concentration, as anyone on the network can create as many wallets as he or she wishes. 
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Figure 5 
 

 
Sources:  SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities, CFTC, Bitinfocharts. 

 
 

On other blockchains, concentration is equally problematic:  according to Etherscan, the largest 100 
Ethereum wallets (excluding “Contract” wallets, which are “smart contract” accounts not held by 
individual holders) currently hold 29% of all issued coins.  On the Litecoin blockchain, the largest 100 
wallets control over 48% of the coin supply; please see the bar chart on the left-hand side of Figure 6.  
And on the DASH blockchain, the largest 100 wallets concentrate 16% of the circulating supply.  Again, 
these figures may overestimate concentration since some wallets may refer to exchange vaults 
aggregating client deposits, but clients can conversely create many wallets at no additional cost. 
 
Figure 6 
 

 
Source:  SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities. 

 
 

In terms of exchange trading volume, bitcoin has dominated the cryptocurrency space, as shown in the 
bar chart on the right-hand side of Figure 6.   
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Defining Cryptocurrencies 
 
Are cryptocurrencies, like bitcoin – and as their name suggests – actual currencies?  Or should we treat 
them as commodities?  Considering the basic definition of money (unit of account, means of transaction, 
store of value), it is understandable why the jury is still very much out on the subject, and we currently 
see the nascent sector having many features like commodities.  Like gold, the value of bitcoin is primarily 
socially determined.  Both gold and bitcoins are divisible and fungible.  While the supply of gold is 
assumed to be finite, the maximum supply of bitcoin is set at 21 million.  As no government (currently) 
recognizes bitcoin or other cryptocurrencies as legal tender, it therefore perhaps makes more sense for 
bitcoin to be classified as a commodity rather than as a fiat currency.  
 
The question is not purely academic either, as the way national governments and regulators decide to 
treat cryptocurrencies will determine and shape how/whether the sector develops and evolves.  
 
- The CFTC said it considered tokens issued through initial coin offerings to behave as commodities.  In 

a September 2017 ruling against a San Francisco-based start-up, the CFTC decided that bitcoin and 
other digital cryptocurrencies were covered by the Commodity Exchange Act (CEA).  
 

- The Securities Exchange Committee (SEC) has already stopped several ICOs, in effect ruling that 
cryptocurrencies and digital tokens fell within its mandate.  The SEC has also refused to approve 
several cryptocurrency-based ETFs, and warned investors against scams.  

 
- The U.S. Internal Revenue Services (IRS) says bitcoin must be treated as intangible property.  Capital 

gains and losses must be reported for tax purposes.  
 

- The U.S. Treasury has said “virtual currency does not have legal tender status in any jurisdiction.”  
 

Outside of the U.S., official organizations have also issued rulings.  For example:  
 
- In China, financial institutions are banned from accepting, using or selling virtual currencies. 

Exchanges must register with the government. 
 

- In a ruling against one of its member states, the European Central Bank has banned E.U. members 
from introducing government-backed digital currencies.  
 

- In Egypt, the Grand Mufti has issued a fatwa (religious ruling) against the use of bitcoin. 
 
PART 2:  FINANCIAL SPECS OF CRYPTOCURRENCIES AND RETURN VERTIGO 
 
The return on cryptocurrencies had been spectacular, if not surreal, as illustrated in Figure 7 on the next 
page. 
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Figure 7 
 

 
Sources:  CryptoCompare, SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities. 

 
 

Extreme Volatility 
 
For instruments intended to replace fiat currency, bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies have scored poorly 
on the “store of value” criteria, given their bouts of extreme volatility.  Figure 8 on the next page 
illustrates bitcoin’s past high volatility and maximum drawdown figures while Figure 9, also on the next 
page, shows how highly skewed bitcoin’s returns have been along with the scale of its past large weekly 
losses. 
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Figure 8 
 

 
Source:  SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities. 

 
 

Figure 9 
 

 
Source:  SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities. 

 
 

Survival Bias 
 
Besides the past high levels of volatility, the survival rate of cryptocurrencies is rather low.  Using data 
provided by Coinmarketcap going back to April 2013, we found more than 860 defunct cryptocurrencies, 
representing 40% of the observable universe of cryptocurrencies; please see Figure 10 on the next page.  
Furthermore, it is not unlikely that many more cryptocurrencies failed to launch after their initial coin 
offering – suggesting that these statistics are probably conservative.  As of the writing of this article, the 
average lifetime of defunct cryptocurrencies stands at 327 days, compared with 513 days for surviving 
cryptocurrencies.  There was a notable surge of cryptocurrency extinctions in March 2016, when the 
price of bitcoin fell by over 25%. 
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Figure 10 
 

 
Source:  SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities. 

 
 

The above right-hand table of Figure 10 further shows the largest seven suspected failed 
cryptocurrencies.  At their price peak, the dollar value of the circulating supply was worth tens and in 
some cases hundreds of million dollars.  ROUND and DAO coins were worth, in aggregate, $193m and 
$160m at their market peak.  Going forward, it is likely that the high rate of failure will persist, or 
perhaps even increase as more new products appear. 
 
Correlation Profiles  
 
We computed the correlation of bitcoin weekly returns against the return of several financial 
instruments across several asset classes, and not surprisingly found they are unrelated, as the price 
behavior of bitcoin has been entirely speculative.  For the period from July 2010 to January 2018, the 
weekly return correlation of bitcoin with commodities hovered near zero; please see Figure 11 on the 
next page. 
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Figure 11 
 

 
 

Source:  SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities. 
 
 

Likewise, correlations with selected fiat currencies revealed no relationship, as shown in Figure 12. 
 
Figure 12 
 

 
 

Source:  SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities. 
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We computed the rolling six-month correlation between weekly bitcoin returns and changes in known 
ETF holdings of gold (ETFGTOTL Index) to assess whether there might be a relationship between flows 
into gold ETFs and bitcoin prices.  Here also, we found little relationship, as seen in Figure 13.   
 
Figure 13 
 

 
 

Source:  SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities. 
 
 

Finally, we also computed the cross-correlation of weekly returns between some of the largest or most 
established cryptocurrencies, as shown in Figure 14.  Interestingly, we found that cryptocurrencies 
themselves exhibit low levels of cross-correlation.  This underscores the extreme level of speculation 
and the absence of any meaningful structure, relationship or cohesion amongst the cryptocurrencies in 
our analysis.  The highest recorded level of correlation was found to be with Litecoin (LTC), at 0.40. 
 
Figure 14 
 

 
 

Source:  SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities. 
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PART 3:  UNTANGLING BITCOIN AND THE BLOCKCHAINS 
 
Cryptocurrencies as a concept is still relatively new, and investors are keen to understand the new 
technology to assess potential value, if any.  In this section, we therefore define bitcoin and its 
underlying blockchain.  To shed light on some of the system’s trickiest details, we provide a rudimentary 
overview of the cryptographic principles underlying blockchains.  
 
What is Bitcoin?  
 
A bitcoin simultaneously refers to a unit of account as well as a decentralized system of payment.  In its 
foundational paper, published in 2007, Satoshi Nakamoto, its pseudonymous author, described the 
system as a pure “peer-to-peer version of electronic cash,” allowing participants to transfer online 
payments directly from one to another without the need for a centralized financial institution.  
 
Multiple projects have attempted to create a decentralized virtual currency as early as the 1990s. 
However, the first practical implementation of bitcoin only appeared in 2009 with the release of the 
bitcoin software.  Bitcoin’s first transaction (the genesis block) contains, as a comment in its metadata, 
“The Times 03/Jan/2009 Chancellor on brink of second bailout for banks”, a reference to the headline of 
the front-page of the British newspaper, The Times, published early in 2009.  The first recorded bitcoin-
based transaction famously dates to May 2010 when a Florida-based user of the online bitcointalk.org 
forum successfully traded 10,000 bitcoins with another user in exchange for two pizzas at a local vendor.  
 
Since then, bitcoin has evolved and grown to become the world’s largest digital currency by market 
capitalization.  As we noted in the first section, bitcoin related products have started to emerge (ETFs 
and futures), crossing into more mainstream financial channels, but despite this, its extreme volatility 
and the numerous questions on its innate viability combined with uncertainty surrounding its longevity 
remain considerable.  
 
One particular feature of bitcoin is its limited supply, capped at 21 million units.  Each bitcoin is also 
divisible into 1 million individual parts commonly known as satochis in reference to the anonymous 
author of the original paper. 
 
What Problem Does Bitcoin Intend to Solve?  
 
As described by its author, bitcoin intends to become “peer-to-peer electronic cash.”  It aims to allow 
the online (“electronic”) transfer of value from one participant to another (“peer-to-peer”) without the 
need of a centralized organization such as a clearing house or a bank (instead relying on decentralized 
ledgers.)  
 
In its foundation paper, Satoshi Nakamoto explained that “commerce on the internet has come to rely 
exclusively on financial institutions serving as trusted third parties to process electronic payments.” 
According to the author, this system, based on “trust,” has “inherent weaknesses” in the form of high 
transaction costs, fraud, and mediation.  Importantly, and unlike physical currency, online transactions 
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are “reversible” and “merchants must be wary of their customers, hassling them for more information 
than they would otherwise need.” 
 
As it currently stands, electronic commerce indeed relies heavily on centralized organizations such as 
PayPal, VISA, MasterCard and banks to enforce and secure online payments and transfers.  In exchange 
for the trust they provide, these organizations charge a processing fee, often in excess of 1% of the 
value.  Businesses providing remittances services (e.g., Western Union) similarly charge significant fees 
to transfer value from one part of the planet to another.  
 
Bitcoin intends to substitute the trust-based model involving intermediaries with a payments system 
based on cryptographic proof, “allowing two willing parties to transact directly with each other without 
the need for a trusted third party.” 
 
Where is the Money? 
 
Bitcoin, like other currencies (e.g., the euro, U.S. dollar) has no intrinsic value other than the social value 
we agree on.  We accept to make transactions in bitcoins just the way we accept to make transactions in 
U.S. dollars – with the assumption that we can later use the proceeds to make further purchases and 

believing that others will do the same.  
 
However, unlike hard currency or even intangible commodities like 
electricity, a bitcoin has no physical form besides a seemingly-
random string of characters recorded on the system.  Moreover, this 
string of characters is publicly visible to all participants in the bitcoin 
network, and its source is also perfectly traceable. 
 
Ownership, therefore, takes the form of a social construct and is 
distinct from physical possession.  To understand bitcoin, it is best to 
compare it with intellectual property:  bitcoin ownership exists much 
the way patents and copyrights only exist within the legal framework 

in which these were designed and granted.  Neither bitcoin nor patents have physical substance besides 
the written social contract in their respective systems. 
 
Each bitcoin in circulation is, at any time, associated with an address, as shown in the image above. An 
address is a string of characters and uniquely identifies a bitcoin wallet, much the way an IBAN 
(international bank account number) uniquely defines a bank account number.  Each wallet also has a 
password-like secret key.  Anyone in possession of the secret key can use the wallet and move funds out. 
 
How are Bitcoins Acquired?  
 
To acquire bitcoins, one needs to find another participant willing to sell.  To improve liquidity, buyers 
and sellers often meet on digital exchanges, but one could just as well find someone on the street and 
exchange directly with him provided a mutually-agreed price can be found.  The seller needs to send the 
bitcoins to your public address in exchange for which you provide dollars, euros, goods or services.  

. 

A bitcoin wallet address  
(text and QR-code) 
1GQQ5BaGJ5CeTYaihNWCcHbWUht4bBy5oC 

Source: SG Research/Commodities 
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The Issue of Trust 
 
To keep track of each user’s balance, the bitcoin system keeps a history of transactions, known as the 
blockchain.  The blockchain is a file containing the history of all transactions on the bitcoin network. 
Unlike hard currencies like the U.S. dollar, bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies operate without a central 
organization such as a commercial bank, a clearing house, a central bank or a government.  Instead, the 
source of truth and ultimately people’s faith in the currency lies with the blockchain itself, which is 
distributed and decentralized among the network participants.  Distribution refers to the idea that many 
participants simultaneously own parallel copies of the blockchain while decentralization refers to the 
notion that changes to the blockchain are ultimately decided by the majority of participants through a 
process known as consensus.  
 
To claim ownership over a bitcoin, one has to demonstrate having received the bitcoin in a previous 
transaction – and the blockchain (or history of transactions) serves as the “paper trace” of these 
transactions.  As such, ownership is enforced not by any single party or judge, but rather by consensus 
among the participants on the bitcoin network, all of whom simultaneously maintain a copy of the 
ledger.  
 
Figure 15 
 

 
 

Sources:  SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities, Blockexplorer.com.  
 
 

For efficiency purposes, the bitcoin blockchain records transactions in groups called blocks.  The above 
table in Figure 15 shows the most recent eight blocks recorded on the blockchain during one timeframe.  
The most recent block (block #502343) was recorded on 3 January 2018 at 10:28am and contained 2,472 
individual transactions.  One of these transactions is shown in Figure 16 on the next page and involves 
the transfer of 0.076 bitcoins from one address to another. 
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Figure 16 
 

 
 

Sources:  SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities, Blockexplorer.com. 
 
 

The Bitcoin Invisible Hand 
 
The decentralized nature of bitcoin is a key feature of the system, and understanding how the 
blockchain operates with no centralized organization is fundamental in any attempt to understand the 
digital currency.  We illustrate bitcoin’s fundamental design in Figure 17. 
 
Figure 17 
 

 
 

Source:  SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities. 
 
 

At the lowest level, bitcoin is based on a few cryptographic concepts such as hash functions and digital 
signatures.  These jointly provide security and authentication.  As explained above, transactions are 
recorded in a file-like ledger known as the blockchain.  Unlike traditional ledgers, blockchains are 
immutable, meaning that past transactions can neither be altered nor reversed.  The blockchain itself is 
distributed and decentralized on the bitcoin peer-to-peer network such that no single party controls the 
blockchain.  Faith in the currency’s security and decentralization then allows the virtual currency to 
achieve convertibility into other fiat currencies.  We review each of these layers in turn.  
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Layer 1:  Cryptographic Foundation 
 
At its core, the existence of bitcoin and other blockchains is predicated on a set of cryptographic 
concepts, which allow these systems to operate in decentralized but nevertheless coordinated manners. 
While these concepts are mathematically very complex, a principle understanding of these concepts 
allows for a better understanding of the way blockchains ultimately achieve what they are designed to 
do – namely, maintaining an immutable ledger of transactions.  
 
We therefore begin by introducing hash functions, one of the protocol’s basic building bricks, the 
understanding of which will allow us to then better comprehend hash puzzles and bitcoin mining.  We 
also briefly introduce digital signatures that underpin authentication and authorization in blockchains.  
 
Hash Functions 
 
Blockchains rely heavily on cryptographic algorithms known as hash functions.  In computer science, a 
function is a set of computer instructions (an algorithm) designed to convert an input (e.g., a number, a 
sequence of characters) into an output. 
 
Hash functions are a group of functions designed to accept a sequence of characters of any length and 
convert that input into a fixed-length sequence of characters.  We say a hash function converts an input 
into its hashed representation.  This representation is known as the hash digest, or just hash.  
 
The most widely-used hash function is known as SHA-256, which was designed and open-sourced by the 
U.S. National Security Agency (NSA) in the early 2000s.  This particular hash function maps an arbitrary 
input to a sequence of 64 characters (encoded by 256 bits.)  Although the hash function creates a 
seemingly random output, the output is nevertheless consistent every time it is performed on the same 
input.  By way of illustration, the hash representation of “Societe Generale” (the input) using the SHA-
256 algorithm is represented in Figure 18.  As expected, the digest has fixed-length (64 characters.)  
 
Figure 18 
 

 
 

Source: SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities.  
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There are many hash functions, but for these functions to be useful in cryptographic applications, these 
must have a number of desirable features.  Specifically, hash functions must be computationally 
efficient, minimize collisions, conceal the input message, and must be puzzle-friendly. We briefly explain 
what each of these features mean:  
 
1. Firstly, hash functions should be computationally efficient – meaning that the computation of the 

hash function for a given input must be technically feasible with the average available hardware. 
Currently, the average computer or telephone can compute several hundred thousand SHA-256 
functions per second – making this algorithm computationally efficient. 
 

2. Furthermore, hash functions should be collision-free.  A collision arises when the digest (or hashed 
representation) of two different inputs are the same. 

 
Collisions should theoretically be inherent to hash functions since the universe of possible inputs is 
significantly larger than the universe of possible outputs.  We recall that the input to a hash function 
can be of any size while the output of the hash function has fixed-length.  For example, the SHA-256 
algorithm always yields 64-character outputs.  There is therefore a limited universe of possible 
outputs, specifically 2256 possible outputs – please see the side box on the next page.  The number of 
inputs is, on the other hand, however infinite, implying that collisions are inherent to hash functions.  
 
For example, MD5, another widely-used hash function was “broken” in 2005 when researchers from 
Shandong University in China described how two different sequences (shown in Figure 19) produced 
the same hash (i.e., a collision) when passed to the MD5 hash function.  

 
Figure 19 
 

 
 

Sources: http://www.mathstat.dal.ca/~selinger/md5collision/, SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities. 
 
 

http://www.mathstat.dal.ca/%7Eselinger/md5collision/
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Although no hash function can theoretically be collision-free, some hash functions are notably 
efficient at minimizing them.  For example, the SHA-256 algorithm has, to date, not produced a 
collision.  Stated differently, we have thus far been unable to find two different inputs which 
transform into the same digest when passed to the SHA-256 function.  
 
As it stands, one could try 2130 different inputs through the SHA-256 hash function (an unreasonably 
large number), and then, the probability of finding a collision would still be below 100%. 
 
Collision-free hash functions, like the SHA-256 algorithm, have a number of useful properties.  
Principally, if the hash function is known to be collision-free, then the digest uniquely represents or 
identifies the input – there is a (probabilistic) one-to-one mapping of input to output.  Stated 
differently, the hash output is akin to a digital fingerprint of the input. If we see two identical hashes, 
then it is safe to assume that the inputs are the same.  And, because hashes are often shorter than 
the inputs that they represent, hash functions succinctly and wholly summarize inputs.  

 

3. Hash functions should obfuscate or conceal the original input.  Given a digest, it must be difficult to 
find the original input without further knowledge of the possible 
universe of inputs – stated differently, it must be difficult to 
decipher the output of the hash function.  Again, the SHA-256 
function succeeds at this – there is indeed no easy way to see that 
underlying the hash 8e44[…]36af is the input “Societe Generale.”  
 

4. Hash functions must be puzzle-friendly:  given a hash function (e.g., 
SHA-256) and a subset of outputs, there should be no better way to 
find an input that converts into one of the outputs than to try 
randomly.  For example, given the SHA-256 algorithm, if we wanted 
to find an input whose digest started with a “0”, there would be no 
better way than to try random inputs until we indeed found one.  
 
For example, if one wanted to find the lowest number whose SHA-
256 hash started with five zeroes (e.g., “00000691457f…”), there 
would be no better way than to try numbers until one was found.  
This number is 596,138.   

 
Ensuring that hash functions are both collision-free and puzzle-friendly may seem like two faces of 
the same coin, but they ultimately achieve different objectives:  the collision-free feature ensures 
the uniqueness of the input-output mapping:  given two identical hashes, the probability that they 
were produced using the same input converges to 1 for collision-free hash functions.  Puzzle-
friendliness, on the other hand, ensures the randomness of the algorithm such that to produce a 
desired pattern, there is no smarter way than to try random inputs.  
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Digital Signature 
 
Digital signatures are another common cryptographic application and a foundational concept underlying 
bitcoin and other blockchains.  While the mathematical derivation of the concept is beyond the scope of 
this paper, understanding the mechanism is nevertheless vital for a thorough understanding of the 
blockchain.  
 
Like a handwritten signature (such as in the right-hand box), a digital 
signature should fulfil two requirements: 
 
1. Only the signee can append his signature to a document or message – 

he is the sole owner of the signature, and his signature commits the 
signee to the content of the message on which he appended his 
signature;  
 

2. Anyone can verify the authenticity of the signed message by looking at the signature. 
 
In practice, manuscript signatures are not impossible to counterfeit.  Digital signatures improve on this 
and are nearly impossible to counterfeit, provided a number of conditions are fulfilled.  
 
Digital signatures are often implemented using a public-private key algorithm, the most famous of which 
is known as RSA-encryption.  In public-private key encryption, two related-but-different sequences of 
characters known as keys are first generated:  
 

- The first is known as the public key, and, as the name suggests, can be distributed widely.  
 

- The second key is known as the private or secret key. As the name suggests, the private key must be 
kept secret and acts as a password.  
 

Importantly, only the public key can decrypt a message encrypted by the private key, and vice versa. 
Encryption refers to the process of concealing a message such that only the holder of the key can reveal 
the original message.  This asymmetry effectively allows one party to sign a document and another party 
to authenticate the document.  (Digital signatures are contrasted with hash functions in Box 1 on the 
next page.) 
 
For instance, suppose that Mark wanted to send a signed message to Sophie (e.g., “Mark pays Sophie 
$20”.)  Mark could then encrypt the message using his private key, send the encrypted message as well 
as his public key to Sophie.  Sophie, receiving these two elements, can then decrypt the message using 
Mark’s public key.  A valid decryption not only reveals the message, but simultaneously verifies that the 
message was indeed encrypted by Mark and is authentic.  As a matter of fact, anyone (including Sophie) 
can verify the message’s authenticity as the public key is … public.  
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Box 1 
 

 
 
 

Public key encryption plays a central role in bitcoin and other blockchains.  As a matter of fact, each 
account (known as a wallet) is in fact defined by a public key, known as the address.  The only person 
able to move bitcoins out of a wallet is the person who knows the private key associated with the 
wallet’s address.  On the bitcoin network therefore, users can create new wallets at will, by creating new 
public-private key pairs.  As a matter of fact, users are encouraged to generate multiple wallets to 
protect privacy, by distributing their holdings across several wallets; please see Figure 20.   
 
Figure 20 
 

 
 

Source:  SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities. 
 

 

Layer 2:  Blockchains 
 
Having introduced hash functions and digital signatures, we can now reintroduce blockchains – the 
second layer in the bitcoin system.  The bitcoin blockchain, like other blockchains, is first and foremost 
an accounting system, but differ from traditional systems by their decentralized nature.  
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Blockchains are First and Foremost Accounting Systems 
 
Strictly speaking, a blockchain is a file-like historical record of all past transactions.  As for accounting 
ledgers, entries are sequential, sorted chronologically such that each entry has an antecedent and a 
descendant.  The bitcoin blockchain – that is, the entire history of all bitcoin transactions – can be 
downloaded as a single file and can fit on most computers.  As the number of daily transactions 
increases, the size of the blockchain will continue to grow as well.  Please see Figure 21. 
 
Figure 21 
 

 
 

      Source:  Blockchain.info. 
 
 

Unlike traditional ledgers however, each entry is uniquely identified by its hash – where the hash is 
computed from the transaction’s characteristics (e.g., sender, receiver, amount…) through the SHA-256 
hash function.  The hash of a transaction is also a function of the previous transaction’s hash.  
 
By way of illustration, we reproduce a simplified blockchain in the below spreadsheet-like figure in 
Figure 22 on the next page.  The spreadsheet (ledger) has five columns, and each transaction is defined 
by the sender’s name (column A), the recipient’s name (column B), the transaction amount and 
signature (column C and D) – and finally its hash (column E).  The signature is itself a string of characters 
and refers to the digital signature generated using the sender’s private key.  
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Figure 22 
 

 
 

Source:  SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities. 
 
 

Importantly, and as noted above, the hash of each transaction (column E) includes the previous 
transaction’s own hash as input.  For example, the hash of the third transaction (line 4) is computed 
using all its features (sender and receiver’s name, amount and signature) as well as the hash of the 
previous transaction on line 3.  Likewise, the hash on line 3 refers to the hash on line 2.  This way, each 
transaction iteratively refers the entire history of transactions in its own hash.  We illustrate this 
chaining between blocks in Figure 23 below. 
 
Figure 23 
 

 
 

Source:  SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities. 
 
 

The usefulness of including the previous transaction’s hash in the subsequent transaction lies with the 
interdependence created between transactions.  Since a transaction’s hash acts as a fingerprint, any 
change to a transaction’s content also changes all subsequent transactions.  Suppose for instance that a 
malevolent user – say Sophie – maliciously changed a transaction and claimed to have transferred ten 
coins rather than original 20.  That single change (on line 3 in Figure 24 on the next page) impacts the 
entire set of subsequent transactions and makes it obvious that an entry has been changed.   
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Figure 24 
 

 
 

Source:  SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities. 
 
 

Importantly, the blockchain is a history of transactions rather than a snapshot of account balances.  In 
order to see the balance of an account at a specific moment in time, one instead needs to sum together 
all the transactions in which that account was involved.  The blockchain concept is summarized in Box 2. 
 
Box 2 
 

 
 
 

Layer 3:  Distribution and Decentralization 
 
The above spreadsheet-like example is still an oversimplified example of a real-life blockchain, but the 
key difference lies in the centralization of the ledger.  Indeed, in the above example, one party maintains 
and updates the ledger, adding entries over time and the integrity of the entire history hinges on one 
party.  Moreover, the above example does not address the question of how coins are initially created 
nor does it explain how transactions are recorded in the final ledger.  Finally, and importantly, the above 
example overlooks the fact that blockchain tokens (e.g., bitcoins) ultimately acquire monetary value 
through a process known as bootstrapping.3 
 
In this section, therefore, we show how blockchains like bitcoin solve these problems through an elegant 
combination of cryptography and game theory.  In practice, no single-party controls the ledger, and 
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many copies of the ledger are simultaneously and competitively updated by a network of participants 
known as miners.  As shown in the illustration in Figure 25, modern blockchains, unlike traditional 
ledgers, are distributed systems, and there is no centralized source of truth (i.e., ledger.)  Instead, the 
source of truth is determined through a reconciliation process known as consensus.  Finally, to ensure 
the ledger’s immutability (and irreversibility of transactions), large amounts of computing power are 
required to amend the ledger in a process known as mining.  We address each of these areas below. 
 
Figure 25 
 

 
 

Source:  SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities. 
 
 

The Challenges of Decentralization 
 
Aspects of decentralization percolate through modern blockchains at different levels in the architecture:  
as briefly stated above, identity management is fully decentralized on the bitcoin blockchain through the 
self-generation of public-private keys.  Furthermore, all participants (“nodes”) on the network can, at 
any time, replicate a copy of the history of transactions and verify its integrity.  Participants can 
furthermore append to the blockchain through a competitive process known as mining, which we 
explain below.  
 
The key challenge for decentralized systems like blockchains is to achieve consensus – a state in which 
the majority of participants agree on the value of their shared resource (e.g., which transactions have 
been validated.)  The way in which the network of participants achieves consensus is known as the 
protocol.  The protocol is a set of rules to which participants agree to abide.  Theory and practice suggest 
consensus for decentralized systems is hard to achieve for a number of reasons: for example, some 
participants in the network may be unable to voice their opinion, others may have malicious intentions 
and others still may be outright unaware of the proposed change.  We refer interested readers to Box 3 
on the next page for an example.  
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Box 3 
 

 
 
 

The Rules of the Game:  Distributed Consensus 
 
Bitcoin’s protocol – its set of rules – is designed such that, at each stage, an active node earns the right 
to propose adding new transactions it has heard of to the blockchain.  Other active participants in the 
network examine this proposal and verify the transaction’s validity – including the sender’s signature 
and the ownership of the tokens being transferred.  Each participant individually signals acceptance or 
rejection of the newly proposed transaction by adding it (or not) to its own copy of the ledger:  the 
network has reached a new consensus.  
 
For example, suppose Mark wanted to send Sophie bitcoins he owned.  Mark (node A in Figure 26 on the 
next page) proposes this new transaction to the network.  All other nodes examine the proposal and 
verify the authenticity of the transaction’s signature as well as the existence of the bitcoins Mark claims 
to own.  The participants then accept or reject the transaction by either adding it or not to their own 
copy of the blockchain.  When the majority of the other participants add (or refuse to add) the 
transaction to their version of the blockchain, then we say the network has achieved consensus.  The 
length of the blockchain increases by one transaction.  And as such, the longest observable chain, shared 
by the majority of nodes, becomes the consensus blockchain.   
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Figure 26 
 

 
 

Source:  SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities. 
 
 

Suppose now Mark broadcasts another transaction simultaneously, claiming to send the same bitcoins 
he sent Sophie to someone else.  This is known as the double-spend attack.  From the point of view of 
other participants, both transactions are valid as both have valid signatures and proven funds.  And 
because nodes do not know which transaction came first chronologically, nor which one is supposedly 
accurate, there is really no way for the network to discriminate among transactions.  Instead, each node 
treats the first proposal they hear about as the only transaction they need to examine.  And when the 
majority of nodes elects to keep one transaction rather than another, that transaction is entered into 
the consensus chain and the other one is discarded.  
 
For example, node A in Figure 27 on the next page simultaneously proposes two transactions (red and 
green), both of which claim to transfer the same funds.  Nodes A, C and D decide to accept the former, 
while B and E accept the latter.  The consensus chain arbitrarily accepts the red transaction and discards 
the green.  Any subsequent attempt to add the green transaction would now fail, as the proposed 
transaction’s validity would no longer hold (Mark can no longer claim ownership of the funds.) 
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Figure 27 
 

 
 

Source:  SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities. 
 
 

In practice, participants group transactions together in bundles known as blocks (hence blockchain.)  
Each block contains several thousand transactions – but for the purpose of this paper, we will continue 
to assume that each block contains only one transaction.  
 
In the absence of a central organization, two or more versions of the blockchain may exist side-by-side 
for a while, but the protocol nevertheless incentivizes nodes to accept the longest valid chain and to 
discard other valid but shorter versions of the blockchain.  As such, as time progresses, participants will 
accept the biggest blockchain as the ultimate true blockchain.  As more entries are added after a given 
transaction, the probability that the transaction does not remain in the consensus chain therefore 
diminishes exponentially over time; please see Figure 28. 
 
Figure 28 
 

 
 

Source:  SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities. 
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Earning your Rights:  Proof-of-Work (POW) 
 
We stated above that an active node earns the right to propose adding a new transaction it has heard of 
to the blockchain.  The process through which a node earns this right is known as mining.  Mining 
involves finding a number, called the nonce, which solves a very difficult cryptographic puzzle, the 
solution to which can only be found by trying a very large number of random values.  Specifically, the 
puzzle involves finding a number, which, when hashed with the transaction’s content (sender, 
receiver…), yields a hash beginning with a predefined number of ‘0’s.4 
 
Figure 29 
 

 
 

Source:  SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities. 
 
 

For example, suppose Mark, a participant on the network, heard of the above transaction (in green), 
involving a transfer of ten bitcoins from Bob to Alice.  Also, assume that the difficulty is set to 6.  As 
illustrated in Figure 29 above: 
 
1. Mark would first verify the integrity of the transaction by checking if Bob indeed has ten bitcoins to 

spend. 
 

2. Mark would also check the authenticity of the transaction by verifying the signature.  
 

3. Mark then iteratively tries random numbers (1, 2, 3… 189,640) until he finds one which, when 
hashed together with the transaction’s content, yield a hash which begins with at least six ‘0’s.  
 

In the above example, a solution to the problem is 189,640:  the hash of the transaction’s hash along 
with that number produces a new hash starting with 000000fc…, which indeed begins with six zeroes. 
This is only one of many solutions: 6,591,810 is also a solution, for example.   
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Having solved this puzzle, Mark can now broadcast the transaction along with his solution to the rest of 
the network.  Other participants on the network can verify the transaction as well as Mark’s proposed 
solution, and if the proposed transaction indeed reconciles, they can then update their personal copy of 
the blockchain using the normal protocol.  
 
Solving the above example is simple and takes less than a minute using a standard computer.  In 
practice, the difficulty is significantly higher, and is adjusted every two weeks such that, on average, a 
solution is found every ten minutes by the bitcoin network.  As of the writing of this article, the network 
requires the final hash to begin with at least 18 ‘0’s, implying miners must currently try 14 million trillion 
hashes per second (14,000,000,000,000,000,000,000/second).  Please see Figure 30. 
 
Figure 30 
 

 
Source: SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities. 

 
 

Each record on the bitcoin blockchain therefore also contains the solution of the hash puzzle, and is 
required to record the transaction on the blockchain.  Please see Figure 31 (below) and Figure 32 (on the 
next page.) 
 

Figure 31 
 

 
 

Source:  SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities. 
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Figure 32 
 

 
 

Source:  SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities, blockchain.info. 
 

 

The difficulty of finding the solution to a hash puzzle underpins the immutability of the blockchain.  If 
one wanted to temper – or reverse – a past transaction, one would not only need to solve the puzzle of 
the affected transaction, but also of all subsequent transactions to create a blockchain longer than what 
other participants currently have.  And, as the number of participants increase, the probability of 
controlling enough computing power to outpace the network falls to zero. In the word of bitcoin’s 
author, Satoshi Nakamoto:  
 

The longest chain not only serves as proof of the sequence of events witnessed, but proof that it 
came from the largest pool of CPU power.  As long as a majority of CPU power is controlled by nodes 
that are not cooperating to attack the network, they'll generate the longest chain and outpace 
attackers. 

 
Obviously, solving hash puzzles involves deploying lots of computing power and electricity – and the 
bitcoin protocol features clever incentives to encourage participants to become involved in this costly 
process, colloquially known as mining.  Indeed, in order to incentivize participants to solve these hash 
puzzles, the blockchain rewards the miner with a number of bitcoins (currently 12.5 per block of 
transactions for each hash puzzle they solve.)  This reward is created ex-nihilo, and is the source of any 
bitcoin in circulation:  stated differently, all bitcoins in circulation were, at one point in time, a reward 
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attributed to a miner.  But importantly, the reward is only valuable on the longest blockchain, therefore 
incentivizing participants to accept the longest chain as the source of truth. 
 
Layer 4: Putting Everything Together – Bootstrapping Bitcoin 
 
Convertibility into fiat currencies is the last crucial element of the system.  While miners are rewarded 
with bitcoins, their electricity and computing costs are however in fiat currencies (e.g., USD, CNY…), and 
allowing these participants to convert the former into the latter is a key imperative for a healthy mining 
ecosystem.  
 
Bootstrapping refers to the mutual dependence between demand for bitcoins, mining profitability and 
trust in the system.  Please see Figure 33.  As more miners compete to maintain the blockchain, the 
probability that a transaction can be reversed falls.  Therefore, trust in the system’s ability to confirm 
transactions rises.  As trust increases in bitcoin, so will demand, which will push the exchange rate 
higher.  And finally, a higher exchange rate makes mining more profitable, hence more attractive.  
 
Figure 33 
 

 
 

Source:  SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities. 
 
 

In summary, Figure 34 on the next page explains bitcoin’s blockchain technology in ten steps. 
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Figure 34 
 

 
 

Note:  Icons courtesy of the “Noun Project.”  Please see the endnotes for attributions. 
 

       Source:  SG Cross Asset Research/Commodities. 
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Conclusion 
 
Bitcoin and the underlying blockchain technology are still in their early days.  Within the 
cryptocurrencies space, Bitcoin could be viewed as a proof of concept.  The blockchain has 
demonstrated the feasibility of decentralization and opened the way for many more applications.  It is 
also starting to show its limits.  The cost of mining, during which transactions are validated and then 
recorded on the blockchain, has recently exploded, both in monetary and electricity terms.  Other 
blockchains are already moving to less energy-hungry models.  
 
In this paper, we have tried to address many of the questions about this nascent technology.  We stress 
that the piece is solely an educational piece – we express no opinion, view or endorsement of 
cryptocurrencies, bitcoin or the blockchain technology.  
 
 

Endnotes 
 
1 Tokens are a representation of a particular asset or utility, whereas a coin is in and of itself the asset. For example, a 
government could use a token blockchain to manage its land registry.  
 
2 Tokens can be used with smart-contracts, which allow for the automatic transfer of ownership contingent on a trigger (e.g., 
weather.) 
 
3 This is a distinct concept from statistical bootstrapping. 
 
4 Technically, hashes are base-16 numbers, and solving the hash puzzle involves finding a hash smaller than a specified 
threshold. 
 
Important Notice:  The circumstances in which this article has been produced are such that it is not appropriate to 
characterize it as independent investment research as referred to in MiFID and that it should be treated as a marketing 
communication even if it contains a research recommendation.  This paper is also not subject to any prohibition on dealing 
ahead of the dissemination of investment research.  However, SG is required to have policies to manage the conflicts which 
may arise in the production of its research, including preventing dealing ahead of investment research. 
 
*Icon Attributions:  Woman by Gregor Cresnar from the Noun Project; medical form by Royyan Wijaya from the Noun 
Project; Bitcoin Address by useiconic.com from the Noun Project; house keys by b farias from the Noun Project; autograph by 
Royyan Wijaya from the Noun Project; OTP by Ayushi Bhandari from the Noun Project; internet by Asimbla from the Noun 
Project; miner by ProSymbols from the Noun Project; CPU by Aiden Icons from the Noun Project; Blockchain by Jason D. 
Rowley from the Noun Project; Zoom In by Weltenraser from the Noun Project; Puzzle by IconDots from the Noun Project; 
Funnel by Gregor Cresnar from the Noun Project; Shared Hosting by b farias from the Noun Project; winner by Hopkins from 
the Noun Project. 
 
This article is a republication of Société Générale Cross Asset Research, Commodity Compass, January 10, 2018. 
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From Bitcoin’s inception in 2009 through mid-2017, its price remained under $4,000.  In the second half 
of 2017, it climbed dramatically to nearly $20,000, but descended rapidly starting in mid-December.  The 
peak price coincided with the introduction of bitcoin futures trading on the Chicago Mercantile 
Exchange.  The rapid run-up and subsequent fall in the price after the introduction of futures does not 
appear to be a coincidence.  Rather, it is consistent with trading behavior that typically accompanies the 
introduction of futures markets for an asset. 
 
Bitcoin is a “cryptocurrency” – a digital currency that is not backed by any tangible or intangible assets of 
intrinsic value.  After its launch in January 2009, the dollar price of a bitcoin remained under $1,150 until 
February 22, 2017, when it increased exponentially for about 10 months, as shown in Figure 1 on the 
next page.  This explosive growth ended on December 17, 2017, when bitcoin reached its peak price of 
$19,511.  Notably these dynamics aren’t driven by overall market fluctuations, as shown by comparison 
with the Standard & Poor’s 500 stock index. 
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Figure 1 
Bitcoin Prices and S&P 500 Stock Index 
 

 
 

Source:  The Bloomberg. 
 
 

The peak bitcoin price coincided with the day bitcoin futures started trading on the Chicago Mercantile 
Exchange (CME).  In this article, we argue that these price dynamics are consistent with the rise and 
collapse of the home financing market in the 2000s, as explained in Fostel and Geanakoplos (2012).  
They suggested that the mortgage boom was driven by financial innovations in securitization and 
groupings of bonds that attracted optimistic investors; the subsequent bust was driven by the creation 
of instruments that allowed pessimistic investors to bet against the housing market.  Similarly, the 
advent of blockchain introduced a new financial instrument, bitcoin, which optimistic investors bid up, 
until the launch of bitcoin futures allowed pessimists to enter the market, which contributed to the 
reversal of the bitcoin price dynamics. 
 
What is Bitcoin? 
 
Bitcoin with a capital B is a decentralized network that relies on a peer-to-peer system, rather than 
banks or credit card companies, to verify transactions using the digital currency known as bitcoin with a 
lowercase b.  The first bitcoin was “mined” in 2009 after the anonymous person or group named Satoshi 
Nakamoto published a proof of concept for a currency that uses cryptography, rather than reliable third 
parties (Nakamoto, 2008).  Blockchain, the underlying infrastructure and ledger of bitcoin, provides a 
secure platform for two parties to do business with one another (Chiu and Koeppl, 2017 and Berentsen 
and Schar, 2018). 
 
Bitcoin miners contribute computing resources to verify bitcoin transactions and hence maintain 
blockchain.  They are compensated for sharing their computing resources with new bitcoins.  The total 
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numbers of bitcoins to be mined has been arbitrarily set at 21 million.  When this volume is reached – 
estimates suggest in 2140 – miners will be compensated by transaction fees rather than new bitcoins 
(Nian and Chuen, 2016). 
 
Bitcoin Price Dynamics from the End of 2017 to Early 2018 
 
When discussing the price of a currency or an asset like bitcoin, it is useful to separate transactional 
demand, which arises from using bitcoins in transactions such as purchases of goods and services, from 
speculative demand, which arises when people are buying bitcoins in the hope that their value will 
increase.  Speculative demand is basically a bet on the price of the underlying asset or currency 
increasing, because the investor does not need the asset itself.  For most currencies and assets, 
investors have ways to bet on the increase or decline in their value using a variety of financial 
instruments based on the asset or a currency, so-called financial derivatives. 
 
Before December 2017, there was no market for bitcoin derivatives.  This meant that it was extremely 
difficult, if not impossible, to bet on the decline in bitcoin price.  Such bets usually take the form of short 
selling, that is selling an asset before buying it, via forward or future contracts, swaps, or a combination.  
Betting on the increase in bitcoin price was easy—one just had to buy it.  Speculative demand for bitcoin 
came only from optimists, investors who were willing to bet money that the price was going to go up.  
And until December 17, 2017, those investors were right:  as with a self-fulfilling prophecy, optimists’ 
demand pushed the price of bitcoin up, energizing more people to join in and keep pushing up the price.  
The pessimists, however, had no mechanism available to put money behind their belief that the bitcoin 
price would collapse.  So they were left to wait for their “I told you so” moment. 
 
This one-sided speculative demand came to an end when the futures for bitcoin started trading on the 
CME on December 17, 2017.  Although the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) had opened a 
futures market a week earlier on December 10, trading was thin until the CME joined the market.  
Indeed, the average daily trading volume the month after the CME issued futures was approximately six 
times larger than when only the CBOE offered these derivatives. 
 
With the introduction of bitcoin futures, pessimists could bet on a bitcoin price decline, buying and 
selling contracts with a lower delivery price in the future than the spot price.  For example, they could 
sell a promise to deliver a bitcoin in a month’s time at a lower price than the current spot price and hope 
to buy a bitcoin during the month at an even lower price to make a profit.  With offers of future bitcoin 
deliveries at a lower price coming through, the order flow necessarily put downward pressure on the 
spot price as well.  For all investors who were in the market to buy bitcoins for either transactional or 
speculative reasons and were willing to wait a month, this was a good deal.  The new investment 
opportunity led to a fall in demand in the spot bitcoin market and therefore a drop in price.  With falling 
prices, pessimists started to make money on their bets, fueling further short selling and further 
downward pressure on prices. 
 
Figure 2 on the next page shows the three largest bitcoin price declines in 2017.  We scale the three 
series so that the peak values are equal to 100 on the peak event days.  Hence, each point on the figure 
can be interpreted as a percent of the peak value.  The horizontal axis represents the number of days 
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before and after the peak dates.  The price decline following the issuance of bitcoin futures on the CME 
(red line) is clearly larger than in the previous two reversals.  Additionally, the two earlier decreases in 
prices returned to pre-crash levels in about a month.  As of the writing of this article, the bitcoin price 
had not returned to its pre-futures peak. 
 
Figure 2 
Comparison of Three Largest Bitcoin Price Declines in 2017 
 

 
 

Sources:  The Bloomberg; Authors’ calculations. 
 
 

This is not the first time that markets observed a turning point following the introduction of a new 
instrument, as Fostel and Geanakoplos (2012) show for the more complex mortgage-backed securities 
market.  The mechanism they describe hinges on the same driving force of optimistic and pessimistic 
traders. 
 
Why, then, did the price of bitcoin fall somewhat gradually rather than collapse overnight? The answer 
to this is difficult.  It could be that pessimistic investors lack the attention, willingness, or ability to enter 
the market on the first day or week of trading.  Consistent with this assertion, the total volume of 
transactions in the CME futures market started very low, with an average trading volume of contracts 
promising to deliver approximately 12,000 bitcoins during the first week of trading, relative to the 
estimated spot market turnover of 200,000 bitcoins. 
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Is There a Fundamental Price of Bitcoin? 
 
So where is the price of bitcoin going?  This is a very difficult question, and we do not pretend to be able 
to forecast bitcoin prices, nor will we offer any guesses.  Instead, we outline a few factors that may 
affect the fundamental price of bitcoin, which is where we would expect the price to go in the long run, 
once speculative demand by optimists and pessimists balances out. 
 
The supply of bitcoins is determined by the volume of bitcoin currently in circulation and the additional 
volume to be mined.  The decision to mine a bitcoin depends on the cost and benefit from mining.  
Hayes (2015) estimated a bitcoin mining cost in 2015 of around $250, which was close to the bitcoin 
price at the time.  More generally, however, the mining cost of bitcoin should not affect its value any 
more than the cost of printing regular currency affects its value – basically not at all. 
 
Given that there is no actual asset that backs the value of bitcoin and it doesn’t provide a natural hedge 
as insurance against sharp moves in any other asset’s value, what will eventually determine the 
“fundamental” price of bitcoin is transactional demand relative to supply.  We know that bitcoin is used 
as a means of exchange in a number of markets.  The amount of bitcoins needed for these markets to 
function constitutes transactional demand.  The supply growth of bitcoin is becoming more limited as 
the mining price increases.  If transactional demand grows faster than supply, we would expect the price 
to grow. 
 
Transactional demand in turn depends on a number of factors.  One is the availability of substitutes.  If a 
different cryptocurrency becomes more widely used as a means of exchange in the markets currently 
dominated by bitcoin, demand for bitcoin may drop precipitously because these tend to be winner-
takes-all markets.  Second, if traditional financial institutions become more willing to accept bitcoin as 
collateral, a means of payment, or a direct investment, demand may increase substantially.  Finally, 
official recognition and regulatory acceptance of bitcoin as a means of payments would increase its 
circulation, while regulatory constraints or introduction of transaction fees may reduce it. 
 
Conclusions 
 
We suggest that the rapid rise of the price of bitcoin and its decline following issuance of futures on the 
CME is consistent with pricing dynamics suggested elsewhere in financial theory and with previously 
observed trading behavior.  Namely, optimists bid up the price before financial instruments are available 
to short the market (Fostel and Geanakoplos, 2012).  Once derivatives markets become sufficiently 
deep, short-selling pressure from pessimists leads to a sharp decline in value.  While we understand 
some of the factors that play a role in determining the long-run price of bitcoin, our understanding of 
the transactional benefits of bitcoin is too imprecise to quantify this long-run price.  But as speculative 
dynamics disappear from the bitcoin market, the transactional benefits are likely to be the factor that 
will drive valuation. 
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Endnotes 
 
Reprinted from the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco’s FRBSF Economic Letter, 2018-12, dated May 7, 2018, 
https://www.frbsf.org/economic-research/publications/economic-letter/2018/may/how-futures-trading-changed-bitcoin-
prices/.  The opinions expressed in this article do not necessarily reflect the views of the management of the Federal Reserve 
Bank of San Francisco or of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.   
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There is a lot of excitement about blockchain.  Advocates believe it will solve inefficiencies in everything 
from stocks and bonds to production and delivery of commodities.  Some even claim it will end global 
poverty (Gramm and deSoto, 2018). 
 
I am skeptical, however, about the current feasibility of implementing blockchain in commodity trading.  
I am not a specialist in this new technology, but I have spent my career in the commodity trading 
business.  I know from personal experience that it will be extremely difficult to garner industry-wide 
support for such a massive change in technology.  Below, I’ll outline some of the primary obstacles 
standing in the way of blockchain adoption in this industry. 
 
Industry Reticence 
 
The first issue is the industry itself.  Getting commodities participants to accept the “switching cost” 
associated with adopting new technologies is difficult – just look how long it has taken professional 
traders and institutions to embrace new methods of trading.  The Chicago Mercantile Exchange only 
shuttered open-outcry trading in 2015, and still has pit trading on some options on futures.  Or note how 
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much disruption there was among energy traders in 2017 when AOL Instant Messenger (AIM) was shut 
down.  Years after the rest of the world had moved on to newer methods of communicating, thousands 
of people in the energy markets were still using AIM to negotiate their trades because that was the 
platform all their industry peers were using. 
 
The fact is, in most cases a faster, simpler and cheaper database built specifically for an industry’s 
problem will suffice.  For more on this, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), an 
organization for technology professionals, published a terrific decision tree, which is shown in Figure 1.  
 
Figure 1 
Decision Tree 
 

 
 

Source of Schematic:  Peck (2017). 
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The key takeaway from Figure 1 and the IEEE article is that for blockchain to work, you need a modicum 
of trust among the players in the industry.  And if you have that, then perhaps there are other databases 
you all could agree upon that would be more efficient and less costly to implement than blockchain.  
Given this glacial adoption rate and inherent distrust of new technology, software firms offering 
distributed ledger technologies will have a difficult time gaining acceptance in this space.  As a 
blockchain vendor, you are a solution looking for a problem.  However, there is a better chance of 
adoption if the technology is distributed by a consortium of industry participants on a private 
blockchain, i.e., industry participants addressing their own problems.  But even then, the question 
becomes, “Will the industry collectively adopt new technology, rather than stick to simpler and more 
proven software?” 
 
Interconnected Processes and Unpredictable Occurrences 
 
The second issue is that commodity trading is such a complex ecosystem.  There are many layers of the 
transaction chain that must all work together, each with a lot of nuance.  For example, for blockchain to 
work in physical supply chains, you need the industry to accept one solution in the transportation 
business for bills of lading, and you need another (or three others) for the quality inspection, verification 
and origin certification.  Presumably, this will come after a banking blockchain is implemented for wire 
transfers, letters of credit and other payment terms for ultimate transfer of ownership.  In a perfect 
world, all these interconnected processes within physical commodities would adapt and evolve in 
perfect harmony with a singular blockchain solution, but that’s just not realistic. 
 
The third issue is the sheer unpredictability of moving physical cargos from place to place.  As nearly 
every commodity trader can tell you, there is a lot of potential for things to go wrong:  truck demurrage 
due to a regional bottleneck, a stevedore strike at a port, a political and/or currency crisis, a hurricane 
closing down a refinery or rail line, a bankruptcy of a player in the middle of the chain, etc. 
 
Fourth, there is the problem of human nature in the actual trading of a physical commodity.  Just 
because a transaction has been recorded in the blockchain doesn’t guarantee human performance.  
Suppose Mike the miller discovers an alternative, less expensive source for the grain he has agreed to 
buy from Bob the farmer.  He may decide to walk away from his existing obligation, even if it is on the 
blockchain.  In another instance, Bob may enter into an agreement to deliver an organic cargo of grains, 
then switch out the actual, physical cargo for cheaper inorganic grains.  True, Bob can’t tamper with the 
chain, but he can tamper with the product.  In other words, the chain cannot enforce authenticity of 
physical supply. 
 
One Link at a Time 
 
In the long run, I am bullish on the theoretical value of blockchain, and I laud those attempting to apply 
this technology.  But I’ve witnessed these industry roadblocks firsthand.  When I launched PanXchange 
in 2011, I envisioned all the benefits that electronic trading technology could bring to the commodity 
space.  What I did not envision was just how difficult it is to persuade players across a supply chain to 
put down their phones and adopt a new technology.  We have succeeded, but our “ask” is relatively low-
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risk and low-cost, compared to a technology solution that requires buy-in from ALL industry participants 
to work. 
 
What has worked at PanXchange is taking a narrow approach to solve a specific industry pain point.  Our 
in-depth industry experience also allows us to tailor our software to each market niche, so that grains 
traders, for example, can specify exactly the quantities, quality measures and delivery locations that 
they want.  Yes, our trading platform needs acceptance and adoption by a critical mass of industry 
participants, but we aren't seeking to revolutionize the way everyone trades.  (Blockchain salespeople, 
let me give you a word of advice—stop using that word.  No one in this business wants to be 
“revolutionized.”) 
 
Rather than focusing on “revolutionizing,” a software solution provider that comes into the commodities 
space needs to prove to stakeholders in the supply chain that its solution addresses a real pain point, 
that it’s worth the time and money to make the switch, and that the solution provider is going to be 
around for the long haul.  In comparison, based on the presentations and discussions that I have seen up 
to now, it seems to me that very few if any of the blockchain providers are actually envisioning the true 
challenges of obtaining an all-in decision to accept blockchain as the definitive decentralized ledger and 
base technology. 
 
Let me be clear, I do see the potential for blockchain to indeed be transformative.  I predict that energy 
traders will be the first to adopt the blockchain in the physicals space, as they tend to be the most 
technologically savvy.  I predict metals next, then agricultural products last. 
 
While we wait for one industry-wide solution to be launched successfully, let’s continue with pilot 
programs.  Start with the points of highest pain, like streamlining those cumbersome bills of lading.  Find 
a reliable blockchain provider or neutral third party that can understand the idiosyncrasies of the 
physical supply chain and both the opportunities and limitations of the technology.  Coordinate the 
piloting and the implementation with the industry's largest players.  Blockchain is ultimately an opt-in 
solution.  Build it to their specifications, and they will come. 
 
 

Endnote 
 
A version of this article was originally published in MarketVoice magazine, a publication of the Future Industry Association. 
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Why did DRW first get involved in cryptocurrencies? 
 
DRW is always looking for new opportunities, and we encourage employees to come forward with 
interesting ideas.  In 2012, several employees were excited about bitcoin and how it might impact the 
world.  Because we couldn’t decide what was more important, the distributed ledger technology that 
underlies bitcoin, or bitcoin itself, we got involved in three different ways:  we bought bitcoin; we 
established a trading desk, which officially became Cumberland in 2014; and we co-founded the 
distributed ledger technology firm, Digital Asset. 
 
What is DRW’s role in cryptocurrency markets?  What does Cumberland do? 
 
In 2014, we formally established Cumberland as a bitcoin trading desk, one that is uniquely positioned 
between the traditional financial industry and the nascent cryptocurrencies space.  Since its founding, 
Cumberland has become one of the world’s largest providers of liquidity in cryptocurrencies, with 
employees in Chicago, London, and Singapore.  We leverage our 25 years of experience in traditional 
financial markets and risk management to provide two-sided, institutional-sized liquidity 24 hours a day, 
5 days a week. 
 
How has trading in these markets changed over time and, in particular, over the last year? 
 
DW:  These markets have continuously evolved over the years, but 2017 in particular was an important 
inflection point.  There was a shift in the market as people continued to familiarize themselves with 
cryptocurrencies, but also started putting real capital into the markets.  This was evident in the dramatic 
growth in cryptocurrency valuation we saw over the course of 2017 and marked a new era of exchange 
adoption as well; CME, CBOE and Nasdaq all announced plans to list bitcoin futures contracts with the 
former two launching before the close of the year [2017]. 
 
What is the significance of the blockchain technology underlying bitcoin? 
 
We recognized the potential of distributed ledger technology [DLT] early on.  This technology provides 
an efficient way of tracking ownership and enables you to do so across multiple organizations securely.  
We wanted to explore the possibilities of applying this technology to financial processes like clearing and 
settlement, which led me to co-found Digital Asset [DA].  Digital Asset licenses DLT software to large 
financial institutions with an initial focus on complex, multi-party post-trade processing.  The Australian 
Securities Exchange recently announced that it intends to replace its equities system with DA’s 
technology.  It is managed separately from DRW under Blythe Masters, and I remain a member of the 
Board. 
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Many people said the rise of cryptocurrency trading is unlike anything they’ve ever seen.  Is this a 
financial revolution or a bubble? 
 
Looking at the price action over the last year, the market certainly has many characteristics of a bubble – 
much like we saw with the dot-com era in the 90’s.  We believe something similar will play out.  Many 
ideas and projects in the marketplace will fail, but that process will give rise to better ideas and projects.  
Our perspective is that many will go on to make a significant impact on the world. 
 
What does the launch of the bitcoin futures contracts mean for the cryptocurrency trading industry? 
 
The product launches are a natural progression in the maturity of this asset class and are overall very 
positive for the development of these markets.  The futures also reopened the door to an ETF with both 
the NYSE and CBOE announcing plans to list although the SEC recently slowed down that process.  These 
are products institutional banks are familiar with, which could bring more institutional capital into the 
markets, furthering the development and maturation of the industry. 
 
Bitcoin is making a lot of headlines, but there are many active cryptocurrencies.  What kinds of demand 
are you seeing for other digital currencies? 
 
The broader interest in decentralized technologies, coupled with the dramatic increase in bitcoin and 
other token valuations over the last year, definitely led to interest beyond bitcoin.  Rather than referring 
to these instruments as cryptocurrencies, perhaps a better term is cryptoassets, which encompasses 
both cryptocurrencies as well as tokens issued as a result of an ICO [Initial Coin Offering].  Cumberland is 
active wherever there is meaningful volume and, today, we trade over 20 cryptoassets.  We are 
continuously adding new tokens to our trades based on demand from our counterparties. 
 
Are the cryptocurrency markets safe and secure?  What are some things you do to manage the risks 
associated with cryptocurrency markets? 
 
While we’ve certainly seen some vulnerabilities in this new space, bitcoin itself has never been hacked.  
Where you see the most risk is in the platforms built to facilitate crypto trading and storage, which is 
why it is important to carefully select the products and exchanges to which you connect.  We have a 
rigorous onboarding process, and we apply our 25 years of experience in risk management, operations 
and security to our cryptocurrency trading practices.  The importance of sound operational practices 
should not be overlooked. 
 
Wall Street banks have shown some skepticism of cryptocurrency trading, but recently seemed to have 
softened their stance and a few are opening cryptocurrency trading desks.  When will cryptocurrency 
become more mainstream, and what does that mean for the professional individual trader? 
 
Wall Street has been slowly adopting cryptocurrency over the last year.  They have been publishing 
research on these markets, and they’re definitely having conversations about what is or will be their 
position and strategy on cryptocurrency.  We see a dramatic shift in the profile of our counterparties as 
more institutional capital enters the space, and the institutional banks are developing and introducing 
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their own corporate offerings and establishing trading desks.  For the individual trader, that is likely a 
good thing because there will be a quickening of the pace at which standardized technology is 
introduced.  And if more brokers compete for execution and routing business, that usually leads to price 
competition and more readily-available research, which benefits the solo trader as well. 
 
 

Endnote 
 
This interview originally appeared in the Winter 2018 issue of InsideAdvantage, a publication of Advantage Futures, 
http://www.advantagefutures.com. 
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